
Raphael P. Thian’s Register of the Confederate Debt 
by Michael McNeil 

 
Raphael Prosper Thian, a Federal civil servant of sixty-one years, fifty of which were served in 

the Adjutant General’s Office, established a group of clerks to organize and transcribe the documents of 
the Confederate Treasury Department. In fact, we are indebted to Thian for his efforts to prevent these 
documents from being destroyed after the fall of Richmond. Congress eventually provided the funds to 
publish his work in five volumes; the Appendix to these volumes is the Register of the Confederate Debt. 
 This Register, republished by Dr. Douglas Ball in 1972, may be found occasionally in Ebay 
auctions.1 It is an indispensable tool for advanced collectors, as it lists all of the serial number runs from 
the beginning of production in early 1861 until the middle of 1864 when the record ended; production 
continued until the middle of February 1865. The start and end of every serial number run, typically in 
multiple blocks of 100 numbers, is accompanied by the signer for Register and the signer for Treasurer. 
As a point of interest, these entries represent real, not engraved, signatures on the Treasury notes. One 
value of this list is that it helps in the identification of counterfeit notes, and there were many such notes, 
perhaps as much as a fifth of the circulating notes. Some of these counterfeits are amateurish and obvious, 
but others could easily pass as genuine. The Treasury Department kept the Register for the precise 
purpose of identifying counterfeits. Today, we can use the Register to help decipher the sometimes 
illegible signatures and hand-numbering of the notes; we sometimes find such misinterpreted serial 
numbers on the holders of Confederate Treasury notes. The Register allows us to compare a serial number 
with the signature pair on the note, and this usually resolves the confusion; the most common error is 
deciphering a serial number “3” or “5”. 
 Dr. Ball literally photocopied Thian’s Register in his 1972 reprint. Thian’s clerks had the same 
problem deciphering the hand-written numbers and names of signers as we do today, and the Register 
contains more than a few typographical errors. There are many ways to understand and correct these 
errors. Online access to microfilms of the original, hand-written Register is not known to the author, but 
Philip Chase obtained some microfilms of the original Register and those were examined by the author, 
courtesy of Pierre Fricke, who obtained them from Dr. Ball. The author also spent many hours hand-
entering a sizeable amount of the Register into an Excel file, then sorting the entries by sequential serial 
number runs for typographical errors. Many were found.2 This article describes some of the errors and 
corrections found by the author over a period of fifteen years while observing tens of thousands of 
Confederate Treasury notes. Readers may also refer to the book published by the author as a visual aid to 
the identification of the signatures.3  

In an earlier article in Paper Money magazine, the author collaborated with W. Crutchfield 
Williams, II, to describe how to use the Register.4  Here follows a quick review. The important key 
identifiers of a Confederate Treasury note, as shown in Figure 1, are: 
 
1. Date on the note 
2. Denomination 
3. Series number 
4. Plate Position Identifier 
5. Serial number 
6. Signature “for Register” 
7. Signature “for Treasurer” 
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A section of page 32 of Thian’s Register is shown in Figure 2 below. The circled features relate to the 
Treasury note above, serial number 162665, and its numbered key features for identification: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The circled date on the illustrated page of the Register in Figure 2 is the date of the Congressional 
Act authorizing the issue. The date on the note will be different. Here is a list of the relevant dates: 
 

Issue  Date of the Act Date on the note 
First  March 9th, 1861 various, hand dated 
Second  May 16th, 1861 July 25th, 1861 
Third  August 19th, 1861 September 2nd, 1861 
     T-46, error dated September 2nd, 1862 
Fourth  April 17th, 1862 T-38 error dated September 2nd, 1861 

T-39 to T41, various, hand dated 
     T-42 to T-45 June 2nd, 1862 
Fifth  October 13th, 1862 December 2nd, 1862 
Sixth  March 23rd, 1863 April 6th, 1863 
Seventh February 17th, 1864 February 17th, 1864 
 

The next hurdle for the collector is Thian’s organization of the Register, which is not at all easy to 
correlate with the modern Type system. Here follows an updated and corrected list of the Types and the 
pages where they are found in the Register. The author has abandoned the confusing Bradbeer references 
and now refers only to the Criswell Types; the reader may refer to Pierre Fricke’s latest catalog for a 
description of the numerous varieties.5   
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Type Denom. Page Number and Title in the Register 
1 $1,000  6 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 
2 $500  6 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall or Jones & Elmore 
3 $100  6 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 
4 $50  6 A.-(Montgomery), signed by Clitherall & Elmore 
5 $100  6 B.-(Richmond), signed by Tyler or Jones & Elmore 
6 $50  6 B.-(Richmond), signed by Tyler or Jones & Elmore 
7 $100  7 $100-B, $100-C 
8 $50  7 $50-B, $50-Bb, $50-C 
9 $20  7 starting $20-B, ending p. 8 $20-D 
10 $10  9 $10-A, $10-B, $10-C 
11 $5  9 $5-B, $5-Bb 
12 $5  10 $5-F to I 
13 $100  10 starting $100-A, ending p. 11 $100-A1 to A8 
14 $50  11 starting $50-A, ending p. 12 $50-A9-A16 
15 $50  11 $50-A (Southern Bank Note Company) 
16 $50  12 $50-wA to zA, $50-wA to zA (2d series), $50-1A to 4A 
17 $20  12 $20-A (green) 
18 $20  12 starting $20-A, ending p. 16 $20- A19 to A26 
19 $20  16 $20-A (Southern Bank Note Company)  
20 $20  17 starting $20-1 to 8 (1st series), ending p. 20 $20-1 to 10 (3d series)  
21 $20  20 $20-W to Z  
22 $10  21 starting $10-A and B (number black - Southern Bank Note Co.)  
23 $10  21 $10-A (number red), $10-A1  
24 $10  22 $10-H to K  
25 $10  23 $10-W to Z (number red)  
26 $10  23 starting $10-W to Z (number red), ending p. 24 $10-W to Z, 2d series)  
27 $10  21 starting $10-Ab, ending p. 22 $10- A9 to A16 intermixed with T-28  
28 $10  21 starting $10- A9 to A16, ending p. 22  
29 $10  23 $10-A to H  
30 $10  24 starting $10-1 to 8 (1st series), ending p. 27 $10-1 to 10 (4th series)  
31 $5  28 $5-A and B, $5-C (number black - Southern Bank Note Co.) 
32 $5  28 $5-A (number red), $5-AA 
33 $5  28 $5-H to K, L to O (number black) 
34 $5  28 starting $5-H to K (number red), ending p. 29 $5-W to Z 
35 $5  28 $5-Ab 
36 $5  29 starting $5- 9A to 16A, ending p. 34 $5- 9A to 16A (3d series) 
37 $5  34 starting $5-A to H, ending p. 35 $5-1 to 8 (2d series) 
38 $2  39 starting $2-1 to 10 (1st series) dated 1861, and ending p. 40 
39-40 $100  35 starting $100-A, and Ab to Ah, ending p. 38 $100-Aa to Ah 
41 $100  37 starting $100-W to Z, ending p. 39 
42 $2  39 starting $2-1 to 10 (1st series), ending p. 42 $2-1 to 12 (3d series) 
43 $2  40 starting $2-1 to 10 (2d series), ending p. 41 
44 $1  42 starting $2-1 to 10 (1st series), ending p. 45 $1-1 to 12 (3d series) 
45 $1  42 starting $1-1 to 10 (1st series), ending p. 44 $1-1 to 10 (2d series) 
46 $10  27 starting $10-I to P ending p. 28 
49 $100  46 $100-A to D (1st series), $100-A to D (2d series) 
50 $50  46 $50-wA to zA (3d series) 
51 $20  47 $20-A to H (1st series) 
52 $10  47 starting $10-A to H (1st series), ending p. 52 $10-A to H (4th series) 
53 $5  52 starting $5-A to H (1st series), ending p. 57 $5-A to H (3d series) 
54 $2  57 starting $2-A, ending p. 59 $2-B to I (2d series) 
55 $1  59 starting $1-A, ending p. 62 $1-B to I (2d series) 
56 $100  62 starting $100-A to D May Issue, ending p. 102 $100-A to D Jan. (1864) Issue 
57 $50  62 starting $50-wA to zA May Issue, ending p. 106 $50-wA to zA Feb (1864) Issue 
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58 $20  63 starting $20-A to H May Issue, ending p. 87 $20-A to H October Issue 
59 $10  63 starting $10-A to H May Issue, ending p. 107 $10-A to H February (1864) Issue 
60 $5  66 starting $5-A to H May Issue, ending p. 111 $5-A to H February (1864) Issue 
61 $2  112 starting $2-A to H (1st series), ending p. 114 $2-A to H (3d series) 
62 $1  114 starting $1-A to H (1st series), ending p. 118 $1-A to H (3d series) 
63 $0.50  177 50c., A to I (1st series), 50c., A to I (2d series) 
64 $500  118 $500-A to D 
65 $100  118 starting $100-A to D, ending p. 122 $100-A to D (2d series) 
66 $50  122 starting $50-wA to zA, ending p. 128 $50-wA to zA (4th series) 
67 $20  128 starting $20-A to D, ending p. 145 $20-A to D (11th series) 
68 $10  145 starting $10-A to H, ending p. 161 $10-A to H (10th series) 
69 $5  161 starting $5-A to H, ending p. 172 $5-A to H (7th series) 
70 $2  178 $2-A to H 
71 $1  178 $1-A to H 
72 $0.50  178 50c., A to I (1st series), 50c., A to I (2d series) 
 

The author’s new spreadsheet of the Register includes an analysis of all of the First and Second 
Issues and a portion of the Third Issue up to page 27 of the Register.2 The method for finding 
typographical errors in the serial number runs is shown in Figure 3. The entries for each row included the 
Register page number, the signer for Treasurer, the signer for Register, the Type number, the 
denomination, the Series or plate position letters or numbers (also known as “plens”), the start of the 
serial number run, the end of the serial number run, the number of notes per sheet with the same serial 
number and denomination, and the calculated total number of notes in a specific run. Figure 3 shows an 
example from the start of the Second Issue for T-7 notes with plate letters B and C: 
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After the set of data was constructed in Figure 3, the 
serial number runs for the notes were copied to a different 
sheet and the runs were resorted in numerical order. Then a 
simple calculation was performed where the ending value of a 
run was subtracted from the starting value of the next run; the 
value of this subtraction would be “1” if the runs were 
consecutive. In Figure 4 the Thian Register entry for “20201-
20800” produced an error of 201 serial numbers seen in the 
far right column, indicating a typographical error (highlighted 
in yellow) with a correction in the far left column (not 
knowing which run is in error). The results for notes with 
plate letter C and its correction may be observed in the 
highlighted cell in Figure 3. With this correction, the accurate 
quantity of total notes issued, 37,155, is seen in red font at the 
bottom of Figure 3. This total agrees with Thian’s total as 
well. But this exercise was expanded to many pages of the 
Register and it showed significant errors in the totals of issued 
notes. These corrected values may be found in the table 
included in the author’s article in the 2017 January/February 
issue of Paper Money magazine.6  
 This type of analysis was extremely useful with the 
more complex issues. A good example would be the T-14 $50 
notes, which are very difficult to understand with their 
overlapping serial numbers and complex forms of plate 
position letters and numbers, but they become clear when laid 
out in this manner along with cropped images of the different 
plens. 
 The author has also included corrections of the listed 
signers from more than a decade of observations, and 
although the author has most assuredly not found all of the 
errors, the new Excel file is a good start. With the inclusion of 
images of the various Types and their details, the Excel file 
grew to 70Mb in size. Collectors and researchers may email 
the author for a copy which will be delivered via Dropbox. No 
charge will be made, and no guarantee of accuracy is made. 
The courtesy of giving credit to the author when this work is 
cited is requested. See Note 2 for restrictions.2 

It is hoped that the National Archives will see fit to 
find the original Registers and make high resolution digital 
copies of them. The quality of the Chase microfilms of select 
portions of these Registers is very poor and the images in this 
article cropped from those microfilms required extensive 
enhancement to make them at all legible. Perhaps a future 
researcher with both the time and financial means can work 
with the National Archives to make this happen.   

Let’s look at some of the Register’s issues, starting 
with the list of signers. Page 3 contains a list of the signers 
“for Treasurer.” The actual Treasurer, E. C. Elmore, and the 
actual Registers, A. B. Clitherall, C. T. Jones, and R. Tyler, 
signed the T-1 through T-6 notes and are not included in these 
lists of signers “for” Treasurer or “for” Register.  
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Here are the errors of the signers “for Treasurer” on page 3: “E. W. Jones” is a typographical 
error, and it is also seen on page 9 at the end of the listings for plen A, T-10 notes. Philip Chase’s 
microfilms of the original Register confirm this to be the ubiquitous signer, J. W. Jones, as in Figure 5:  

 The correct entry for “Miss M. L. Savage” is “Miss Parkie Savage.” The correct entry for “Miss 
A. S. Stuart” is “Miss A(delaide) L(ewis) Stuart.” The correct entry for “Miss V. M. Tyler” is “Miss M. 
V. Tyler.” 

Here are the errors of the signers “for Register” on page 4: “W. H. Brown” is missing from the 
list but appears on pages 29, 34, 35. He appears in the original Register of the Treasury-note Bureau as 
seen in Figure 6: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 “W. G. Harvey” is missing from the list but appears many times starting on page 71. “M. 
Johnson” is missing from the list but is commonly seen starting on page 64. The entry for “M. S. 
Johnson” is genuine and rare, and only seen on page 51 where many coupon signers of the bond division 
were transferred to help with the production of the T-52 Series 4 notes.10 The four known Johnson 
signatures for Register are very different in style. The correct entry for “Mrs. S. L. Pelot” is “Mrs. 
S(arah). E(lizabeth). Pelot”; she is the great-great-grandmother of the author. The listings for Pelot in the 
serial number runs are also incorrectly listed as “L. Pelot.” The correct entry for “Miss Parkie Savage” is 
“Miss M. L. Savage,” the names for Savage having been reversed on pages 3 and 4. The two signatures 
for Savage are correct in the listings of the serial number runs. 

The transcription error rate for names with a similar sound is quite large. The author has kept a 
database of 515,000 notes signed by Sarah Pelot and found that 6.1% of the serial number runs were 
incorrectly attributed; some runs assigned to Pelot were actually signed by Miss A. P. Pellet, and vice 
versa.7 This was determined from the observation of many thousands of notes signed by Pelot. The error 
is probably with Thian, but there are no microfilms of the Register in this 1864 time frame to prove it. 
Another example is the listing on page 39 of N. A. Bass and A. S. Watkins for a great many T-41 serial 
number runs, which are signed by men with the alliterative names of T. W. Bell and W. B. Walston. In 
this case the error is not with Thian but rather the Treasury-note Bureau itself; the Chase microfilms of 
the original Register show the same error. Observations of thousands of T-41 notes have never produced 
an example signed by Bass and Watkins. Figure 7 shows a typical incorrect entry of N. A. Bass and A. S. 
Watkins in the original Register of the Treasury-note Bureau for two serial number runs of T-41 notes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Page 5 of the Register contains an interesting analysis of the male and female signers of the 
Treasury notes. At least one entry is in error, the entry for the “Highest number of partners” for the Act of 
February 17th, 1864, which lists a total of 40 partners. The author’s analysis of 515,000 notes signed by 
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Sarah Pelot indicates that she had 48 partners.7 This may be the result of more fluidity in partners in the 
latter half of the 1864 issue for which there are no published records. The author has reconstructed about 
95% of the serial number runs signed by Sarah Pelot in the period for which there is no data in the 
Register.7 An analysis of these entries showed that Pelot worked from May 9th, 1864, a date very close to 
the commencement of work by the Treasury-note Bureau at Columbia, South Carolina, to approximately 
February 2nd, 1865. Sherman arrived at Columbia on February 15th, 1865, shelled the train station on 
February 16th burning the last car in the train loaded with the equipment of the Treasury-note Bureau, and 
burned the city on February 17th. Pelot’s employment spanned nearly all of the period not documented by 
the Register and serves as a good model for the pairing of the signers. 

Page 6 of the Register is a listing of the T-1 to T-6 Montgomery and Richmond issues signed by 
the Treasurer and the Register, not the clerks who signed “for” them on subsequent issues. E. C. Elmore 
signed as the Treasurer on all of these notes. A. B. Clitherall declined to make the move to Richmond, 
Virginia, when the Confederate capitol was relocated there from Montgomery, Alabama, and he was 
temporarily replaced by C. T. Jones until Robert Tyler assumed the role of Register. Although C. T. 
Jones’ signature is well known on T-2 notes, it was Marvin Ashmore who pointed out that Jones also 
signed a single-known T-5 note on August 12th, 1861, and more importantly, Ashmore’s careful 
inspection of the Register also indicated that Jones probably signed two T-6 notes. This motivated the 
author to graphically analyze the Register by volume of notes and dates of issue, seen in Figure 8 (below). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clitherall resigned one day before the last Montgomery notes were issued, and observation of 
extant T-2 notes issued on July 23rd, 1861, indicates that Clitherall signed serial numbers 577 to 583. 
Jones signed serial numbers 584 to 607 dated July 27th, 1861.8  Marvin Ashmore’s T-5 note, serial 
number 2103, was issued on August 12th, 1861. The Register shows that Ashmore’s note was part of a run 
of just nine notes from serial number 2101 to 2109. The only other notes issued on that day were just two 
T-6 notes serialized 2101 and 2102, with the implication that Jones signed those as well. As Ashmore has 
pointed out, C. T. Jones was an Assistant Register of the United States Treasury, and Treasury warrants 
with his signature are known from 1858; he held a similar position in the Confederate Treasury 
Department.  
 With the exception of missing records for April, 1863, the quantities of notes, their serial 
numbers, and signers are complete up to the middle of 1864, when for unknown reasons the Register 
abruptly ends, even though production continued until mid-February 1865. In the process of 
reconstructing Pelot’s output the author kept records of the highest serial numbers observed for all 
denominations in the February 17th, 1864 issue.7 Thian included his own estimates of these serial numbers 
on page 178 of the Register in an effort to calculate the total Confederate debt. Here follows the author’s 
data relative to Thian’s record on page 178: 
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 $500: The maximum serial number of this denomination has been well researched by Dr. Steve 
Feller in a series of articles.9 Dr. Feller lists 38386 as the highest known serial number; the author owns 
serial 38385. Thian lists 37607 as the highest serial he observed. 
 $100: Thian observed serial number 32561 in Series 2. The author owns serial number 44770 
with the genuine signatures of S. Johnson and M. Gist. 
 $50: Thian observed serial number 44166 in Series 4. The author has observed serial number 
43928 and has no reason to question Thian’s observation. 
 $20: Thian observed serial number 78456 in Series XI. The author has observed serial number 
39573 with genuine signatures, and questions this very large discrepancy. Many Series XI $20 notes exist 
without serial numbers or signatures. 
 $10: Thian observed serial number 79841 in Series 10. The author owns serial number 71417 and 
71430 with signatures which may be genuine and serial number 71469 which is numbered but has no 
signatures, and believes that 71430 likely represents the upper limit of genuine notes.  
 $5: Thian observed serial number 7698 in Series 7. The author has observed many notes just 
below this number and has no reason to question Thian’s observation. 
 $2: Thian observed serial number 102799. The author has observed many examples with higher 
serial numbers, including 117952 with the genuine signatures of J. Connor and J. Wilson. 
 $1: Thian observed serial number 74800. The author has observed many examples with higher 
serial numbers, including 85250 with the genuine signatures of F. Jones and M. Allen. 

It is useful to recall that when Sherman burned the Treasury-note Bureau in February 1865, the 
result was that a great many unsigned sheets of notes of almost all denominations were turned loose on 
the public. Some of these sheets were numbered and signed by amateur counterfeiters who had no idea 
how to serialize a sheet, numbering the notes on a sheet consecutively, when of course all numbers on a 
correctly-numbered sheet would be the same, but have different plate position letters to make them 
unique. Such a consecutively-numbered T-68 sheet with counterfeit, unlisted signatures “for Register” is 
shown in Figure 9. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. A crop of the 
image of a genuine whole 
sheet with counterfeit 
numbers and signatures. 
Consecutive serial numbers 
48799 on Plate Letter B and 
48800 on Plate Letter C are 
obviously counterfeit, as 
genuine numbers would 
have been the same for all 
eight notes on the sheet, 
Plate Letters A to H, where 
the plate letters make each 
note unique. The counterfeit 
signature resembles no name 
in the Register. It has also 
been observed on individual 
notes with another 
counterfeit signature for 
Treasurer. The serial 
numbers are in a plausible 
range.         
                                                 

Image courtesy HA. com. 
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Some T-68 Series 10 notes have plausible serial numbers but obviously counterfeit signatures 
with unlisted names in the Register and are written in a cramped hand. Nearly all genuine signatures are 
large, fluid and rushed at this late date for Series 10 notes. Some notes exhibit crude imitations of genuine 
signatures. Figure 10 shows an example. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Only one new genuine signature has been observed in the February 17th, 1864 issue, and all 

examples have been observed on $100, $10, and $5 notes with serial numbers which would place the 
signature in the January 1865 time frame; that signature, shown in Figure 11, is M. Selden “for Register.” 
The new signature is compact like that of a new signer, but its correlation with several genuine 
countersignatures for Treasurer shows that it is genuine and different from the ubiquitous M. Selden “for 
Treasurer.” 

 
 

 
 
 

Some signatures are nearly illegible on notes signed just before the fall of Columbia, but they are 
not counterfeit. The signature of L. Courtney in Figure 12 is a good example. It is nearly illegible on this 
late T-68 Series 9 note, but it is fluid and not written in a cramped hand. The style shows a normal 
progression from earlier, better-formed examples, and it occurs with genuine countersignatures. The 
normal trend of signature styles is small and careful in the earliest examples at the beginning of 
employment progressing to large, fluid, and much more open examples in later work. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
$100 T-65 Series II notes can be found with very high printed serial numbers in the range of 

96000 without signatures, and a few have counterfeit signatures, as seen in Figure 11. These were likely 
cut from stolen sheets after the fall of Columbia, and none have been observed with genuine signatures. 
The highest observed serial number with genuine signatures is 44770. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. A serial number in a 
plausible range but a fictitious 
name “for Register” and a crude 
imitation of the signer L. C. 
Minor “for Treasurer. “ A great 
many such notes exist with 
counterfeit numbers and signers, 
and all are probably cut from 
sheets stolen after the fall of 
Columbia in February 1865.      
                                                         
Image courtesy HA. com. 

Figure 11. New signer, 
M. Selden “for 
Register,” $100 Series 
II, serial 41454, plen C.

Figure 12. The genuine, but 
rushed, signature of  (Mrs.) L. 
Courtney “for Register” and 
(Miss) M(issouri) Godwin 
“for Treasurer, $10 Series 9, 
serial number 96493, plen B.
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Of importance to collectors is the great likelihood that forgeries exist of serial number “1” for T-70 and T-
71 notes for which there are no records in the Register of the signers. Uncut, stolen sheets are a prime 
candidate. More dangerous are notes with genuine signatures on which the serial number was 
inadvertently omitted. The forgery can sometimes be ascertained by looking at the printer’s imprint. Both 
denominations were printed by Hoyer & Ludwig in Richmond at the beginning of issue with two imprints 
reading “Engraved by Keatinge & Ball, Columbia, S.C.” on the bottom margin and “Litho’d by Evans & 
Cogswell” on the left in vertical print. These imprints ranged from serial 1 to about serial 37893 for the T-
70 notes; the highest serial observed for T-71 notes is 41272. At some point after those serial numbers the 
imprint reads “Engraved & Printed by Keatinge & Ball” only at the bottom margin. Any note bearing 
serial number “1” with only the imprint “Engraved & Printed by Keatinge & Ball” at the bottom margin 
is an obvious forgery. Such a note has been observed with genuine, fluid, later-style signatures. The 
signers of the first 100-serial block T-70 notes were I(sabel). De Leon and E(tta). Kelly. Caveat emptor. 

The most significant errors in the Register relating to the quantity of issued notes probably reside 
on page 178, where Thian recorded the highest serial numbers he observed. These high serial numbers 
will continue to be refined with time, but observations are fraught with the existence of counterfeit 
signatures and serial numbers on stolen, genuine sheets. The author believes that Thian’s highest-
observed serial numbers for T-67 and T-68 notes may reflect such forgeries.  

The evidence lies in three T-68 notes, two of which are illustrated in Figure 14. Both notes are 
$10, Series 10 issues, the last series of T-68s. The note illustrated at top, serial number 71417, and an un-
illustrated note, serial number 71430, exhibit the late-style signatures of E. Coffin and L. Holmes. 

Although these notes have large, 
fluid signatures, they have some 
disparity with the originals; if 
genuine, they probably define an 
upper serial number limit. The note 
illustrated at bottom, exhibiting 
serial number 71649 in the same 
style of script as the other notes, 
has no signatures. All of the many 
notes observed by the author with 
higher serial numbers exhibit 
obviously counterfeit signatures 
similar to those in Figure 10. Thian 
may have recorded a note with 
forged numbers and signatures. It is 
not impossible, but highly 
improbable that serial number 
71469 was part of continuous run 
but had the unfortunate luck to be 
missing both signatures.  

Figure 13. The signatures are counterfeit on this $100, Series II, note with serial number 96211 plen D. The 
signature of E. Coffin is a crude attempt at the real signature of this genuine signer, and the signature “for 
Treasurer” in not listed or known. Serial number 96204 plen D also shows these signatures.     

Image from the author’s collection.

Figure 14. Images from the author’s collection.
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Lastly, Figure 15 (at left) 
shows an extreme example of the range 
of a genuine signature, that of Miss 
Kate Korff “for Treasurer” on the right 
side of each note. Korff’s signature on 
the $1 T-71 note, serial number 1217, 
was signed during the very beginning 
of T-71 issues, and the $2 T-70 note, 
serial number 111773 was signed 
towards the very end of the T-72 issue. 
Note the size and fluidity of the later 
signature, which is 41% of the height of 
the T-70 design. While Korff’s 
signature is an extreme example, it 
stands in contrast to the cramped style 
of the signatures in Figure 10, typical of 
counterfeit signatures on stolen sheets. 
 The Register is a gold mine for 
the serious collector and researcher of 
Confederate Treasury notes. Spend 
some time with it and your efforts will 
be rewarded; it may also save you from 
financial grief. 

Notes: 
 
1. Thian, Raphael Prosper. Register of the Confederate Debt, edited by Dr. Douglas Ball, Quarterman Publications, Lincoln, MA, 
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